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	A practical guide, this book provides step-by-step instructions for building your installer, showcasing real-world examples throughout. Its purpose is to get the professional developer building installers in no time without getting bogged down in theory. Numerous references to additional resources are provided so that curious readers can supplement the knowledge they gain here with additional details. If you are a developer and want to create installers for software targeting the Windows platform, then this book is for you. You'll be using a lot of XML so that you get accustomed to the basics of writing well-formed documents, using XML namespaces and the dos and don'ts of structuring elements and attributes. You should know your way around Visual Studio, at least enough to compile projects, add project references, and tweak project properties. No prior knowledge of Windows Installer or WiX is assumed.


	About the Author


	Nick Ramirez is a software engineer working at Sophos in Columbus, Ohio. He previously worked with open source solutions like Linux and PHP before moving to C#, WiX, and other Windows technologies. As a member of the engineering team, he has helped to develop install code for the company's enterprise software.
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to Computer Basics (4th Edition)Que, 2007
Who knew how simple computers could be?

 

What  can you do with your new PC? The sky's the limit! Absolute Beginner's  Guide to Computer Basics will show you how to set up and configure your  PC, including how to connect to the Internet. Then you'll learn how to...
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Artificial Intelligence in Recognition and Classification of Astrophysical and Medical Images (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2007


	During the past decade digital imaging has significantly progressed in

	all imaging areas ranging from medicine, pharmacy, chemistry, biology to

	astrophysics, meteorology and geophysics. The avalanche of digitized

	images produced a need for special techniques of processing and

	knowledge extraction from many digital images with...
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Pattern Recognition, Fourth EditionAcademic Press, 2008

	This book considers classical and current theory and practice, of supervised, unsupervised and semi-supervised pattern recognition, to build a complete background for professionals and students of engineering. The authors, leading experts in the field of pattern recognition, have provided an up-to-date, self-contained volume encapsulating...
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Secrets from the Innovation Room: How to Create High-Voltage Ideas That Make Money, Win Business, and Outwit the CompetitionMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Whether you believe it or not, you are naturally creative; the secret lies in  knowing how to tap into your inner creativity. Secrets from the Innovation  Room takes the mystery out of the creative process, describing a new way of  thinking you can use to produce fresh, practical, money-making ideas guaranteed  to revolutionize your...
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Femtocells: Technologies and DeploymentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	This book provides an in-depth guide to femtocell technologies


	In this book, the authors provide a comprehensive and organized explanation of the femtocell concepts, architecture, air interface technologies, and challenging issues arising from the deployment of femtocells, such as interference, mobility management and...
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Jeff Duntemann's Drive-By Wi-Fi GuideParaglyph, 2003
Everything you need to know to design, build, protect, and extend a Wi-Fi wireless network!

You don’t have to knock holes in your walls to network your computers and share your family’s Internet connection. Wi-Fi connects computers, printers, video cameras and game consoles into a fast Ethernet network via microwaves. In this...
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